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Dysfunctions in Readin4a3sabil:ty:

There's More than Meets the Eye

DENNIS F.-FISHER

Introduction

Over the last decade there has been a resurgence of research in

psychology directed toward reading. We no longer depend on catch
-4

phrases, like word identification and word recognition skills, to

keep us separate fro- eductional research. We feel coAfilent enough

in what we do that we just call our rei-earch reading directed. Unfor-

tunately, the oletrpra of researct effortshas led us to a t-eoretical

morass. !t is true that at best any cne theory provides-but a partial

1
explanati

9i" ,

of the reading process. For tnis reason I will not propose

a new theory of rezdHg, out will attempt to eombire a ratner simplistic

model (HochLerg, 197Q) with a much more fOrnalizEd model fLaBerge and

Samuels, i574) in order to st,c-A: that by accepting then as cd-/-plements,

we have a means of describing basic reading processes as well as a

means of identifying possible loci of dysfunctions apparent in dis-
.

ability.

In this paper I will describe some basic pattern analyzing func-

tions that occ)kr during reading. ,These functions deal rainly with the

analysis of typographical factors such as word-shape, spacing, and

-orientation, but will be sho-.m also to interact with contextual vari-

ables. Although feelings have been expressed that these considerations

are not what reading is all about (Posner, personal corrunication, 1974) .

1

research efforts of my own, "CeSter Lefton, Frank Smith, Paul Kolers,

w.

.George McConkie and Keith Rpyner tend to refute these negative feelings.
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The data to be described have been derived at both behaviorally and

with eye monitoring systems, developmentally and with adults. ,These,

data will be interpreted in terms of processing efficiency at the

peripheral to foveal visdal'input-lever and at the grapheme-pHoneme

transformation level.

Typography - Implications for DUal Processing

A few years ago I bectme intrigued by tloo research efforts that

?

examined the effects of typographical manipulations upon reading

speed. The first oft,rlese ..,as found in an unpublished report by

Hochberg, Levin and Frail (1966) which was reported by Hochberg (1970),

in'which children were-asked to read mutilate text, e.g., spares

a .

between the ..;ords were filled,witHies and V'. In effect; these sym-
i

bols were added to eliminate word bOundarics or spacing cues. The

results were reported as indicating that the absence of word boundary

cues Interfered with reading luency in the older children (5th and 6th

graders), but had little effeCron the younger ones (1st and 2nd graders).
.

The data were interpreted as' indicating that olderolder children were

Y-

'processing rather large units of information Which require word bdundaries

for differe ation, whereas the younger children were reading CA a

mor lementary fashion-(letter-14-feuer on word-by-word) and the

removal of the word boundary cues had little or so effect on their

reading speed'or oral reading errors. It was hypothesized tkit the

older children were at a "disadvantage" because they were developing

more.fluent.and efficient ikil 11 through the use of therperiphery-and

the mutilated word 6oundary cties interfered with their.stratip.

Younger children were still *Wind to foVeal processing and. therefore

4
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it didn't matter that the boundary info ration was missing. A recent

closer examination of these data tends to allow for some questioning

of the conclusions. Sore procedural techniques, for example, both the

second and fifth graders read second grade paragraphs, and the rain

chahges in performance seemed to have been restricted to fifth grade

r readers. Ircinically, however, the theoretical notions expressed

by Hochberg have subsequently been confi mat by my research efforts to

be described in more detail below.

The second source of intrigue came fro- the data reported b'/

Smith (1a69) and Smith, Lott and Cronnell (19(.39). They used tot'h

reading and multiple target search tasks to assess word Shape effects

bn readirg and searv) efficiency. Their manjpulations included

ltering of letter size and cases of the letters within words.

Ski the words were in upper case tittle difference was found either

on reading speed or target search efficiency. However, in the condi-

tionstions were the upper and lower cases ,ere alternated and also varied

4

-in 'size, reading speed decreased by over 20= and target search efficiency

was reduced by 10%. They interpreted these data rather narrowly in

terms of feature discririnability and claimed that recognition consisted

of attenlirg features,and not simply the shape of the word.

Further, they claimed that unfamiliarity with thilimutilated.word form

should not effect word identification.adversely unless discrimination of

the features within the word are impaired. In subsequent research,

Coltheart and Freeman f1974) found even greater dtlements in recognition

performance was found when words, rutilated typographically in the same

ways that Smith's stimuli had been mutilated; were exposed tachistoscopicall.

5
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I will tope to make the case below that one -of the reasons accounting.
.

for Ehe greater decrement with tachistotcopic expgsures-ls that sub-
.

jects could not benefit in any way from a peripheral retinal prescreening

of the words to be recognized. In addition, furthers verification of

word shape influences have been described by Rayner (1976) and Rayner

and.Kagelberg ( .1976).

So far havehave identified two types of typographical cups, word

boundary and word

(

shape, which effect normal reading.efficiency. 1 ..

went on to hypothesize in 1973 that the primary disruption caused ..hen

these cues are nutiliated came at the peripheral visual'processina

level and hoped to find so -e interacyve effects between then. The

initial asletAments oilithese two cues !,ere made with adults. "They

were asked to read paragraphs that were typed in normal case, all

upper case or alternating upper and lowcr case. Additional ranipula-

tions were made uponieword boundaries. These were: normal spacing

as normally experienced; filled spaces with Vs or + signs depeling '

on the size. of the letters, and no spaces at all where all the letters

were run together. These two types of manipulations wcre combined

faitorialfY for a total of 9 typographiCal combinations.

These data indicated that as long as word shape or word boundary

information was' disrupted, reading speed sloWed down. When both of

.
these cues were absent, e.g., alternating case - no space, reading spetd

wes reduced to less than 1/3 of normal, the fastest. reading levels were

achieved only on those conditions where word boundary information was

available and then 4ecrenents appeared.in the range of 10%, confirming

.Smith's findings.

I



It is possible *hat some confounds enter into the reading task

tr

because of the co-,prehension der.ands present during reading. r, In order

to get a "pure" indication of possible peripe'ral visual actjvity, a

visual search talk y.as AoPted in which subjects were asked to find*a

critical word embedded in the paragraph. Fortunately,- even tougl.r

search perfor-3nce ..as up to 3 times as fast as. reading, the general

form of the perforrarce curves therlelves rilmicked the reading per-

formance curves allo-e.-.! -e to accept tl-e task as an appropriate

tool for meas.,r;ng oer;pnera'rto foveal processing stillategies.

Basically, .e t-0 first ir,j caticntnat task de -.arils such

as corprehensi tioograc'-ical decoding a:fect ;;recessing speed.

As part of the verificalion of peripheral to foieal retinal pro-

cessing strategy, one right invoke a 'ack.orth fl9C5) 'tunnel viesion"

hypothe4is.. Tat is, as the peripheral vi4Lal field bec7-es more

cor!plex there is a restricc:on or a-constriction in the amount of

information available durir::. firation, We might ass.rne then, with

the manipulation just desceib:d, that as the typography beco-es --ore

a
mutilated, e.g., spaces are rc-oved, less inforration per unit area

is processed. 'de -.ignt expect that eie mOve-ents should become

more frequent, the inforration tiken in during a fixation should be

less and strictly foveal as the periphery is.cendered dysfunctronal. .

The reduction in co-prehensisn demands between reading an-d search

should act to reduce the load of peripheral retinal processing

and hence we should find larger-saccades of shorter -duratiOn indicating

more processing per fixation. To review, reading speed .was reduced

to 1/3 of normal when word shape and word boundary cues Were muti.lated

7--
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as ln the arternating:type -.no space' condition and search speed was

approximately 3 times that of reading. Table 1 summarizes the eye

movement -scan path data for two typographical variations recorded during .

reading and search shown in Figure 1., It can be seen by line discon-

tinuities that more fixat-jons are necessary to cpver the same amount of

text when.the typography is 'Mutilated and likewise fewer fixations occur

during search.

INSERT TABLE 1 AND FIGURE 1 ABOJT HERE-

Vie have then basic: data indicating that both typographical factors

and coprellens.icn derands effect she rate and amount of information

Processed per unit tire with verification of peripheral andfoveal

processing. The next question that came to mind concerned the develop-
_

mental progression of these processes. With the assistance of Ann

Spragins and Lester Lefton, e;e movements of 3rd and 5th graders and

adults were monitored .chile they read and searched text that had case

and space manipulations. The results indicated that over grade levels,

about twice as many characters are processed per fixation during search

as when reading. That is, increases in the size of the perceptual span

occurs with experience. Fisher and Lefton (1976) found that when simi-

lar grade leve.ls are asked to read these mutilations, differences

between reading norMal type - normal space paragraphs and alternating

type - no space paragraphs increased directly with grade level. In

other words, reading and search performance for the early readers was

gultesimilar,for both normal and mutilated paragraphs, whereas large

aifferences, similar to those described by Fisher (1975), appeared for
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the adul'is. these data were interpreted as indicating that reading

speed measures across these various mutilations indicated a stepwise or

,04
incremental intrejse in the use of the visual periphery with experience.

We now have arother step in our attempt to describe reading. With

more experi ence there seems to be a developing dependence' upon' the

periphery ;6:aiding tne expansion of the perceptual' span and for detect-

ing cubes XCut ..hers a subsequent eye move -ent 'should land. Early

readers do not Gave these peripr-ral facilitory processing strategies

and therefc-e Pas::ally c- word -by -word or even letter-

by- letter process strate;v. The Fisher and Lefton 1976) behavioral

data were confir-ed ay the Spragins, le'ton and Fisher (1976) eye rno've-ent

data. Additic-ally, these data ere interpreted as indicating that

although develop'n-,f leads to Irc-e721,es in the size of the perceptual

span, adults are still f12x1.1.7e ercqch to rely uoon a processing repe-

torre which allo.s tl-e- to rezrcss to a .cord-cy-word ...hen the task

demands-it. That is to say, v.hen reading the severe mutilations of

no space and alternating type 're adult accomplished readers reverted

back to a rare elemental word-by ord or even letter-by-letter proces-

sing strategy as reflected by reading speed and eye novement patterns

which were the sa-e as those of early inexperienced readers.

In the series of experiments reported by Fisher and Lefton (1976),

additional emphasis was placed upon the role of peripheral retinal pro-

cessing strategies. It had pre.riodsly been shown by Lefton-and Haber

(1974) that as letter's were presented at varying distances from 'fix-

ation, e.g., fron'04 to 4 or the spatial equiva)int of 16 letters,

reaction times, based on sameness or differentness of the letters, were

- 9
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directly related to retinal eccentricity, i.e., slower times further

'-
from the center of fixation. It seemed essential to be able to demon-

,

itrate that noconly does eeaction'time increasg with retinal eccen-

tritity, it also degreases with increasing peirceptual development. That

ice; the youngest subjects should not only process fewer peripHerally

ecAntric setters, but their overall mean reaction times should be

sower reflecting an inadequate'acquisition level of the peripheral

retinal propessing strategy. These expectancies were confirmed by the

data shown in Figure 2.

4

INSERT FIGURE 2 ABOUT HERE

Implications about.Oeripheral retinal'involverent are not new, but

they have-gone generally without substantial notice. Poulton (1962),

Mackworth (1965) and others including Wood4Orth (1938) have demonstrated

a substantial "tunnel vision effect" vihen the,,periphery-Tt-active and

subjected to various manipulations of textual density. Tinker (1951)

had shown the relationship of reading speed to typographical features

and contextual difficulty. Those data have provided us with an awareness

that the effecti,ve perceptual span or peripheral retinal involvement is

totally subjective and sensitive to 'task demands and memory load.

Two experiments variousry reported by McConkie and Rayner (1974),

McConkie and Rayner (1975), Rayner (1975a), Rainer (1975b), Rayner and

McConkie (1;976) sought'to determine the degree to which reading difi--

cieney was dependent upon Oarafoyoal or peripheral inptt. Both studies

utilized, eye movement monitoring of text displayed on CRT's. The text

itself was mutilated In such-ways as to change (critical word loca-

10
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lion) 6ychaning the initial, final-and interior letters effecting

)1'),word shape aq identification 4t various locationi/away from fixation.
.-

In short, witf, adults they found-that by chaqiing typography around

CWL 'at certain specifiable distances frog fixation, semantic interpre-
#%

tation of the word was available )-6 character spaces from the fixation,

s

while cues such as word shape, initial and final letters, are available ,

-
from /512

0
spaces or a maximum of about 4 to 5

o
Their discussion tends

to Ile rade the parafoveal involvement in efficient reading-. As they
= .* . ,

prefer a direct perception interpretation or one in which fixatiOns

are spent primarily determining the nature of the text within the

fixated regiom rather than in an hypothesizing of what is coming next

-aild directing subsequent eye movements. In snort,. they claim that the

Information.gotten from the periphery is of no predictive value.

McConkie and Rayner's,primary argument is that word recognition
_

S.

functions are left up to protessing at the.fov2a centralis ..hich is

equal to approximately 1-.2. of visual angle. They claim tnat normal

involvement in reading processes directly tnimicks the fall-

offtof the acuity function. That is, at lc, 28', acuity is 75% of fix-

ation, at 2v, 45', it is already reduced to 45% and at 6°, 30', to 25% ,

of fovea! fixation acuity. I find little disparity between these

figures and they claim that there is a f Or the-equiva-
.

lent Of about 20 letters maximum from which visual information can be
. ,

assessed 1-n the per iphery. There is, however, am important distinction
O

that is being.ovetlooked and that distinctioluis one that can'be defined

as"the dtherence between visual peripheral acuity and functional peri-

pheral acuity, The three pieces_ of information -are taken as evidence

2
tr
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for operations or the latter. The first of these comes from McConkie
,

and Rayner themselves.- 'Overall, their data indicated that the windovj ,

size (distance from fiXation to CW.1.) effects continue to facilitate

feadirig'efficiency. to 45 characters (the equivalent of aboUt 10 words);---

but claim:that th'ey,were'due to artifacts produced:by the experimehtal

technique such as CRT display changes rather thanchanges in width,of

field'of attention. Second, Poulton (1962)'had indicated usingonother

.

variable wndo techni.quetilat reading speed decreased substantially

when the windo4 -size is reduced from 14 to 5 words, substantially more

than the'ridged estimaiesbrovided by McGonkie and Rayner. Third',

early data reported by luckiesh and Mos s' (1942) showed, that the perdep-

: tual span is,rot necessarily related to acuity reasures. That is, the

span remains relatively constant (at about 8 pharacters) when type size'

is changed from 4 points (1' Point.k .0138 inches) to 184pinti - a

retinal-image change,of 10 'to 45. in linear visual-angle.

Hochberg (11976) has recent =ly also taken issue with McConkie and

Rayner!.s interpretation of their data. He feels very uncomfortable

with the notion Of simultineous peripheral' and fovea! word retogni;ion

processes.? We will examine.this issue -'in,more detail However,

'using the span estimates of McConkie and Rayner he interprets their

data as indicating that peripheral word shape.processing helps the

skilled reader to ,identify message, striags up to 12-14 characters

long as a unii, and then only if they are speech units and are high'y

redundant ones at that, The 4,1etters that are discerned foveally,

plus what is perlOherally discerned-id in integrating distinctive

features which assist, through preprbcessing, the recognition of the
A .

1-

A

04>

12
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String as a knit. I feel that what Hochberg is describing-here.grves

a good approZimation to what occurs as we read. The involvementiof

.

different 'strategies depends on the type of materiaand-devancr pre-
'

sent when we read. '.However, i feel that he is Becoming talc) bounded by

the 12 -14 character estimA of Mcnnkie and R por,imary

reason for -this is that there is'no way in wfiic can truly relate

those data to functional peripheral processing.' :

Quite another set of typographical marripulat4ons have been des-

tribedby Kolers and his associates. In short, contrary to previous .

intuitions, Koler,in a recent article (Kolers, 1975) titled "Rerem.-

berig. Trivia", and I rere-ber the pape-rwel 1: points out that 2-3

weeks after reading 'a passage people still rerember,and can recognize

. .-- . .

typographical charfcteristWcs its
and teat is rot trivial. Kolers and

,---::"7-.--, .

Ostry :(1974) had4,shown that the typo4*hical informathon norially
,

) taken for grant not beqng part of thnormal memory processes
....',

4were
.

retained for up to 4 weeks, and the typography. aided semantic'

.

memory., Kolers and Perkins (1969) had.examlned reading speed and

naming errors using a series Of eight geometrical transformations of

typography. These included'sent;pkes left to right, sevente eight to
,

left, letters witAn words (left to ridht,'right to left) and vertical

inversions. From this they arrived at a Werarchy of processing or

pattern analyzing difficulty. 'Kdiers (1975) went on to show that the

13.0wcombination of ty

1111,1eatures embedde

hical or graphelic information and the linguistic
A

in the textualhaterial aideci, in the retention of

meaningful informatipn contained in the text. In that study he showed

that reading typographical manipulations increased in efficiency (spiffed

13
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and comprehension) with practite on that typography. The study basically

sought to discriminate between the semantic and graphemic.encoding

processes as single or mutual facilipatOrs in the recognition of sen-

A

tences. These data were interpreted as. indicating that semantic corn-
,t

ponents of.textual 'material only facilitated, short -lived memory.processes,

whereas the graphemic encoding or pattern analysis process was more long7

term. Basically, graphemic, phonemic and semantic processing were con-

sidered to,be complementary.

I hope that I have made the case here for the importance of:

typographical considerations upon efficient uading processes; peri-
.

A

pheial-retina),processing in effecting efficient reading performance;

and the complemen ry nature of typographical (graphemic) and semantic

processes.

Models: The Whole is Equal to HOre Than

tAe Sum of the Complementary Parts

Hochberg (1970) and Hpchberg and Brooks (1970) describe a rather

simplistic two stage m9del orreading. The first of these is Peripheral

Search Guidance./ It was hypothesized to.be a process that is activated

during eye movements and tuned to pick up contours (physical cues and

features) in,the periphery. Jnformation about important cues and

features is then sent to a hiVer processing unit, Cognitive-Search

Guidante, for integration and Meaning extraction. As meaning increases,

the peripheral search guidance mechanism interrogates larger areas-of

text. It Is simply not the responsibility of peripheral search guid-
,

ance to handle contextual information beyond the point of feature

discrimination of such elements as word boundary and word shape. It is

l 14
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likely that once these peripheral, cues can go longer be discriminated,

as in the case when we mutilated word boundary and word shape',

peripheral search guidance is reldered dysfunctional and search and

reading become totally foveal activities. Thus fovea) processing

strategy is witnessed by early reading performance and advanced

reading performaote with mutilated text.

Hochberg (1976) has recently extcnded his original attentional

model of reading to include the notion of implicit speech. In essence, ;

he has become highly critical oftraditiO,,a1 measures of estimates of

parafoveal processing which are based on subjective reports, because

he claims it may be the function of the visual petiphary to "constrain

the effects of subsequent fovea) fixation (and not primarily to permit

recognition op the basis of peripheral vision alone)", p. 401. That

is, what he is proposing and what I an advocating is that the peripheral

processing amounts to a pre-screening of the visual textual input. -He

goes on to make the claim that the subjects' eye movement's while reading

are clearly being guided "solely" by' peripheral indications of where

he should look next and that the periphery is only responsible for
P

picking up'the grossest type of visual information. Consequently

there are confounds in our utlderstanding of peripheTaLvisual acuity
*No

and functional peripheral acuity. Tharis, the main function of

peripheral viewing is to direct the eye to subsequent locations

and when the eye reaches that location to provide a second view of

Important elements whiCh Hochberg considers to be speech strings. The

complementary aspects of the peripheral and cognitive search guidance

mechanisms aid In the readePs ability to change strategies depending
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4 upon typographical cbnsiderations, contextuarOnstraints and task

demands.

LaBerge and Samuels: (1914) also propose an attentional model of

reading. The model is dependent ypon stage analyses. It begins with

decoding graphemic information and end's with interpretation of the

. -

contextual material. in its initial stages there is emphasis upon

feature
desec)

tors-to letter codes to spelling pattern analyses and

-eventual)y a visual word code analys)s. In essence, the model proposes

the more experience -the beginning or early reader has, the more autdie

matic suctess4ve stages become. That is, with increasing practice or

experience the reader becomes more sensitive to word shape and spelling

pattern shape and the mwe automatic the processing of visual verbal

e

informatidn betomes with less attention necessarily dedicated to

graphemic-decoding skills.which allo4s higher order processing stages

to recoup more of the attentional capacity. Hoe,ever, if unfamiliar

patterns are encountered the attentional mechanisms can be redirected

back. to somedaore eleMental, e.g., feature detector or letter code

stage, so that higher order processing may be accomplished even If

at a slower rate rather than stymied by uninterpreted graphemic input -

& reversion not unlike that described by Fisher (1975) and Fisher

and Lefton J1976). 'In essencei practice leads to automaticity,

h&ever, automaticity disengagei when atten tion must be redirected.
) .*,

LaBerge and Samuels are justifiably concerned with the unitizing

of visual information and propose that Vt takes plaie either within
k .1

the 41`sual system or at,the phonological encoding level. "For the

experienced reader, Ihe,artiCular location used is optional. If

16 '4
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he is reading easy -material at .a fast pace, he may selectas yisual

units words or iqvenword groups; if he is reading difficult material

'at a slow pace,'he ray select spelling patterns and 9.nitize these

into word units at the phonolbgical level ", p. 106. For the i

1. /

accomplished reader, once the graphemic information is successfully

processed by the initial visual Memo ry systeM, it passes on to .

phonological memory for 'specific phonological encoding/, then to

episodic rerory and response systems for Other ,high.er order inter-

pretations or output. I might speculate further that the first two

of processing stages are particularly critic/6i and will eventually

prove to be primary loci; of breakdowns in the reading process.
'

Let me Aescribe in -ore detail the complementary nature of the

Hochberg notions of PSG and CSG and LaBerge and Saml.fels1.notion of
w

automaticity: Figure 3 sho..s the initial visual memory system jp-

LaBerge and Samuel' model,iwith feature detectors, letter codes,

spelling'pattern codes-and a visual word code processing .progressions.

INSERT FIGURE' 3 ABOUT HERE

7110-

To the left of the figure has been added what I consider to be a

critical first stage in processing of the visuaj-verbal information.

This stage includes information flow from the peripheral retina to

foveal processing. The peri.pherAt'input is at a "preawareness," level,

but it is critical to gross cue screening and the subsequent determi-
'

nation of eye movement sequences. Once the peripheral. information is

brought intothe fovep, finite feature detectors and attentiona l
4

mechanism4 take over.



A more complete prbcessing chain is represented in Fisweit,

INSERT FIGURE 4 ABOUT HERE

in this-figure the same peripheral to fovlal processing flow cin be.

witnessed. At the first fixation visual memory and phonological

Jr

memory systems are activated which then put the CSG mechanis's irk j

operation. This CSG activation provides two necessary functions.

The first is a basic establishment of meaning, while the'second. is to

provide PSG,with clues as to highly probabilistic word shape and word

length nformation which nay appear further along a line of text.

Operatiorilly,- we see that with more difficult material, e.g;, a

cemifi'ry textbook, there is a shrinking of the functional field ofi

view and eye movement travel extent. When comprehension demands are

minimized, as in a textual search task, there is an overall expansion

of the functional ,field of view and eye movement travel extent.

Developmentally, there are increases in the size of the perceptual .

span'and the:distince eye movements travel. These changes may well

be interpreted as indicating that a greater utilization of PSG develops

,with experience and eads to consequent increases in automaticity.
4

In short, I feel that an understanding of the complementary

nature of PSG, CSG and automaticity is critical.to an understanding

of the ImsiC reading processes. Without peripheral retinal involve-
.

ment unitization is encumbered and provides the first source of diffi-

culty in reading disabilities. The second source of breakdown is at

the grapheme-phoneme transformation point. flere it is likely that the

18
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disabled reader's cognitive search guidance mechanism dysfunctions.

It is proposed that prediction and hypothesis testing are aided in

normal readers by the pre-processing capability of the.periphery.

These capabilities become more proficient with experience, i.e.,

approach,auiomaticity, in'thit phonological and visual memory systems

increasingly interact more efficiently. The PSG systeri-cif dyslexics
r'

may remain constrained or in a s4te of "functional tunnel vision ".
.

.1.-.. _

These constraints put a heavy load Upon foloveal aftd pho

;
to pro-
--ielry

-cesses.resulting in little or no feedback from CSG to FliSG: Cpnseq=.3ently,

we witness word -by -cord reading performance 4ith -any regressive eye

movements indicative of mvnory overload.

Let's head: Implications for
6

Pre-processing and Automaticity

In essence, I will provide an analysis of hoer task, context and i

typography effect peripheral retinal processing, ho.o that processing

subsequentlf effects efficient, and rapid inforMation search ( as must
maw

,occur during readina), and Ilc,,automaticity deveiws aith experience.

Basically, I an going to describe the relationship of input variables,

,experiential factors, and other cbara !ristics of the reader as a

dynaniic information processor.--4r;'-short, such an overview incorporates

perceptual activity, merhory processes and verbal associative functions

as well as subskill activitifisuch as production of single letters,

speech sounds,. recognition of discriminate features of graphdmis, etc.

Reading is accomplished as follows. The initial word in the

textual setting is fixated at approximately, '14-17 additional letters,

the predominant er of'which we are unaware, are available-to

19
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-- the right of fixation through peripheral retinal p-rocessing.-

vidual then makes a second fixation based upon the identification of

information taken in dUrirg his first fixation and additional cues

picked up from the periphery, Meanwhile, the initial word fovcally

fixated has been attended to and passed the early visual system, hope-
:

fully intact as a unit, to the visual cortex and to phonological/articula-

tory language transformationareas. A previous-fixation indicated that

\,
a "meaningfUl!' word or at least a long one would-appedrr subsequently

in the text and is fixated next. That new and seemingly interesting

'shape located about 1 or 2 words away-from the center of the initial

fixation did rot provide very much meaningful information because of

acuity constraints, however, because of its size and shape'allows for

an ever so slight amount of Pre-onocessing-,4-noieas-i-ng ar-o4A-t-s--of

pre-processing occurs as more meaning is established. Subsequent fix-

,.

ations are then directed by higher order processing and peripheral

retinal information which then serves as a feedback loop guiding the

oculomotor system. The accuracy of eye movements, their angular extent

and fixation duration are determined by experience, attention and level

of automaticity.

An dye fixation duration during reading lasting approximately` 250

Reset may extend as high as 400 msec depending upon experience and

4 textual difficulty. An eye movement takes approximately 20 -40 msec to

,,execute, and is most likely to be found at a location previewed on a ;-

prior: fixation. Fully 50 msec prior to the beginning of that movement,

the muscles of the eye' begin to tighten and pregere for the movement

itself. ThLs muscle tightening or shearing, forces the receptors to
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disguard the information containdd in the visual array. Similarly,

after the eye movement thei.e is another 50 msec required for the recep-

tors to recover. .Iconic storage preserves inforration-and duratior

as pretty well established at, 250 rsec (that is Dennis Holding not eith-

standing). The icon is not an Isolated or laboratory process, but one

that functions during reading in order to preserve the ire while these

shearing forces, which occur prior to and following an eye movement,

are rendering us functionally blind (Volkran, 1962,.1976; Latour, 1962).

Of the original 250 rscc fixation duration there are only about 150

msec that are dedicated.to picking up visual inforration.

With the normal oerceptual span being evidenced at about 1.1

words or about 6-8 letters we do not nearly need this entire 150 rsic

for information processing. Accordirg to Sperling 11960, 1961, 1967)

after sore initial starting time we need only about 10 msec per item

on an iter-by-item basis (if we assume that unitization is not takihg

place here) we fine! -that because of response limitations only 4-6

items are reportable out of an available 12 or 16 item array. Moreover,

if we look at normal masking functions we find that maximum raskability

occurs at about 100 rsec and then levels off. Therefore, we are left

with about 50-75 milliseconds of potential processing time which may

well be dedicated to integration or peripheral retinal procfssing.-

Additional tire may be available depending upon the experienc4,and

hence, level of autoraticitylachieved by the reader. That is, there is a,
, 1,..

Ipossibility -that unitization orlwords being processed as wholes to

t
s

place a very brief time period at the foveal level, consequently

providing more time for the periphery to act upon subsequent inforrip'

21
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Lion. Although many investigations employed tachistoscopic displays

whie represent information in isolation and somewhat re-roved =r1-,T

-
. reading itself, experiments (e.g., Lefton, 1973) have shown that with

tr_ "0
experience there is a direct increasing sensitivity to subsequent levels

of approximation to English. This increasing sensitivity can bth ght

of an enhancing predictabiXity and perceptual span or.in.other words

with experience automaticity increase
5

In summary, we should now be.getting a feel for the peripheral

to fo4eal processing sequence, automaticity, and grapheme to phoneme

transformation stage which is ,important in acquiring acid integrating

meaning as well as completing the circuit between peripheral and dog-.

nitive search guidance mechanisms. This final main way station is

seen as critical. For the normal reader it is probably located in the

_ left temporal hemisphere particularly interconnecting at Broca's area

and Wernicke's area. ft is here at the language areas that graphemes

are transfarmed into phonemes and subsequently. transformed into meaning

devoid of syntactic constraint. Meaning is now constructed of.bits and

/ or.

pieces of the visual array through complementary loop-processing of
.

_

r

the peripheral and foveal input systems. As. more meaning is constructed

out of sucCessfuI grapheme - phoneme transformations the periphery is

free to examine larger-reglions of text dueto fewer attentions] constraintt.

I find nd great di-spleasure in LaBerge's and Samuels' analysis
4 ,-

of the visual memory, phonological memory,ePisodic memory and semantic

memory. 1 also feel that any model of memory that excludes peripheyal

and foveal involvement in. the recognition process and the shift that

occurs with experience regarding the priority of each, is inadequate.

22
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It is; therefore, hhothesiied that this combination of Hochberg and

LaBerge and'Sams.e)s models substaDtiallyfits our needs. There is

'time during a normal fixation - eye movement sequence for all the normal

word recognition processes based on familiarity, transitional koba-

bility, feature discriminability, semantic and syntactic assessments

to analyze words. We also know that degrading textual material by

removing spaces or other means of typographic mutilation we can reduce the

peripheral perceptuil span to a letter-by-letter processing strategy-

in normal readers that miri:csfirst and second.grade readers.. I will

be raintaning thro,:rout the following sections that disabled readers

will always mimic first and second grade. readers, not on foveal input

processing but pri.rarily Ors the levels of dysfuncrioning peripheral)

retinal processing and graphe-e - phoneme transformation.

Characteristics of Reading Disability:

Two Levels of Dysfunction?

The disabled reader is taken to be in individual who shows no

uncorrected visual anon- lies, no'severe enot-ional instability, no Intel-

lectualdeficit or demonstrates no gross neurclogicaidysfunctIon. He

appears to be normal in every way, and in fact may possesls special

artistic or musical ability. He lacks one very important skill and that

is the ability to read. l would like the reader to keep in mind the
;*

basic notion.underlying Hochberg's Peripheral and Cognitive Search

Guidance mechanisms and LaBerge and Samuels' automaticity characteristics,

while the compleiientary nature of both models, 'if workable will' .belong,is
ti

to us all.

23
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.
opposite to be true. That is, he fOund that it.b44 the good reader

;.e .

ti
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By keeping these considerations in mind we should arrive at means

of describing basic reading processes as well as of identifying possible

loci of dysfunctions in reading disability. To set the ,stage to iden-

tify lily bias, the peripheral retinal processing level and phonological

level at which graphemes are transfomed .to phonemes will be heavily

emphasized. 1 believe there are four areas of,primary concern. These

are: language sensitivity; perceptual deficity; peripheral retinal

involvement; arid pattern analyzing processes.
e

Language Sensitivity. Guthrie (1973) found that even when the

dis§bled reader possesses a relatively substantial sight vocabulary

they demonstrate inferior comprehension skills and limited use of syn-

tactic information, expecially for verbs and function words. The reason

why the sepatation of syntactic use,relates to form-class is not quite

understood except for the fact that\ Guthrie interprets these data as

indicating evidence for substantial syntactic and semantic cue defi-

ciencies". Koers (1975)'examined the nature of pattern analyzing ability
1 4

in good a9d poor readers. Using good and poor readers separated by

about 5 years in reading grade level, he found that the peedominite

errors made in reading normal'and reversed text were substitutional in

nature, that is within form-class sybstitutions, and thesd accounted

for 60% of all errors. However, both groups made a high percengpge

of these type, of substitution errors (75% for poor and 9% for good

reiders). From-these data Kolers counters the hypothesis that reading

disability results.from attending too closely to the graphemic struc-

turf at the sacrifice of semantic information._ These data showed the



rather than the POor reader who was more sensitive to features in the

typography, while both groups maintained a high' degree of linguittie.

sensitivity.

A language sensitivity deficit of yet another kind has' alsa been

described. .Shallice and,WarringtOn (1975), Richardson (1975) and

Newcomb-aod Marshal) (1974) all have described case studies in which

1 the disabled reader was'.unable to process abstract words riearly as

.fficienCly as cacrete word's. Theie findings'tend to substantiate

Guthcie's-findings,of semantic Cue atficiencies and that it is, much

moretlifficult to place a meaningful tag,on low iMageability
.

such as abstract wor concepts. It must_be noted that if we were to
.

.

chariCterize young children and early nprmal readers we might well
4

expect)tuch deficits in higher or*er formal operation processing, yet
.

,

the priyiously,listed case, studies found this ta be the case for adult 1

dyslexics and Satz, Rardin and Ross (1971) found itin 8-11 year old

dyslexics.
=,5

Perceptual Deficit. until recently the cause of reeding deficiency

7 has been attributed to general visual perceptual deficits inform

orientation and spatial discrimination (Orton,, 1937; Frostig, 1968} ._

and with few exceptioni (e.g., Benton, 1962) left.unchallenged. Stanley,

Kaplan and Noli (1975) examined form spatial tcansforMations between

normal and dftabled readers and failed to find any visual-spatial deficit.

In fact, Kirschner (1973)_points out that the typesof deficits reported

as perceptual from using Frostig type techniques are totally insuf-

ficlmnt, to account far or aid in any remediation such as perceptual

motor training skills insofar as the skills are unnecessary-for reading.

S4
S

2p
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"
Larson and Hamill r)975) .go 'eyen further and find .no correspondence

,between perceptual defFcit. and educational ability. Likewrse,,in a

review, Downing (1973) questione& the existence of a .perceptual deficit

at alt and reasoned.that the primary processing deficit was in higher

cognitive processes primarily in.the.child's ability to recognize and

interpr=et grapheme-phoneme correspondAces.

Velluntino, Steger and Kandel' (1972) were also interested -in

examining the perceptual deficit hypotheses and failed to verify its

existence: Their data suggested a grapheme-phOneme correspondence

problem. Poor readers, in fact copied as well as normal readers but

tended to read with more errors than they copied. Their contention

was that the visual system was adequate but the integration of the

visual information as quite poor. In fact, to summarize It is our

as well as nornals hut find it di ficult to integrate and/Ds retrieve
\II,

contention that poor readers are able to process visual representations

.
. ..a

' the verbal equivalents of such input. We are of the opinion.that/'- AV Xverbal
-41.

"perceptual" errors which do occur in word recognition are more than

s

likely a manifestation rather than the basic cause of readin4.4iSorc4r."

(13 113).
, -

It is intiiing that all of a sudden, after 25 years or more of

I

assumption, I erceptual deficits can no lOnger be identified. One

aspect of particular note and generally overlooked was iconic storage

chiraoteristics of disabled readers. It is one.corlention that the
c

longer' thy iconic storage (e.g., longer than 250 msec) the more inef-
,

ficient processing into short-term memory: ene way to examine the

iconic processing is to compare performance on.a task in which. procei-

4
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sing of the stimulus array is limited (within, bUt near 250 msec) b' a

random pattern mask. If the no-mask condition proves far superior to

the mask condition, we might have one particle of evidence that would

- indicate inefficient processing at that level.

Fisher and Frankfurter (1976) made just such a comparison of

disabled readers to normal readers of the same age and younger Children

of Oa same reading level, or a backward Masking task. They were

presented 4x4:.matrices in which either 2, 4 or 6 letters could appear

for 200 msec. The experiment was designed to examin e location and

- identification processing as well as iconic processing efficiency__by

_/
comparing rr?ask and no-mask performance. 1-n al4 cases, the disabled

%

redders performed at or above the left, of the control groups and

"moreover, greater differences %,,ere found between Mask and no-mask

performance of the control groups than for disabled readers. Granted

the task was not reading, but it did allow. for an assessment of two

vital attack localization and identification.

One poss ible reason why the disabled readers outperformed their

matched counterpartscounterparts is that lhay were thoroughly familiarized with

and.could easily identify single letters, and that was what the task

was all about. In additioo, the stimuli were all presented within

the region of foveal viewing - less than 2.5 of visual angle: Had

. the matrix been much larger orhad it containedyrigrams or jarger.
, .

Words, thatrequired higheT order rocessing at the grapheme -phone

level, we might have expdcted'aiiebstantially different Outcome.

Oeripherarl Retinal processing. The data described previously of

Fisher (1973, 1975); Fisher and Lefton, (1976).; Lefton and Fisher ("576);

27 .
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Spragins, Lefton and Fisher (1976); and those of McConlile and Rayner

indicated the degree to whii peripheral retinal involvement was

hypothesized to-effect" reading performancE1/4- Others have also hinted

at this processing function, Kirschner (1975) reviews laterality

unctions in good and poor readers. He touches lightly on data which

shdw that poor readers were as accurate as good readers in identifying

, foveally presented stimuli. However, when presentation was restricted

to one hemisphere ,(specifically presented to the right visual field)

re'arded, readers-performed poorer than normal readers. Although we

are not informed far into the periphery he examined, I feel his

findings are in accord with e peripheral _retinal processing

decrement interpretation. Similad results were mbted by Marcel and
. _Al

Rajan (1975). They-spread stimuli out. to 3° on either side of fixa-

. tiOn-and found that good and poor reader differences were apparent

in lap right visual field only.

At the present time Fisher, Lefton & Williams (in preparation)

are examining a similar type of task spreading single letters, 3- letter

words, and 3-letter nonsense syllables 1, 2, 3 or 4 degrees on either

:side of fixation. We expect that the further into the right visual

field we sample; the greater the 'separations on overall performance

between the dis'abled reader and age level matched and reading level

matchedconrols will be evidenced. However, based upon
47
the Fisher

and Frankfurter projections, we should also expect that the further,

iv* get into the periphery, a greater reduction in disabled'reader.per-

lormance on wordircdpared to'nonsense syllables and single letters

is ixpected.

28
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Bradshaw (1974, 1975) discusses Some very Interesting points

4tarding the trade-off between contextual complexity and peripheral

retina involvement. He expresses the view that Semantic information

may be available from words beyond-the one currently -being fixated

and, although low level, enhances visual verbal processing. He'also

accepts the possibility of a direct route or automatic processing

in the grapheme to phorrological encoding stages. Marcel (1974) also

examined the effective visual field and the use of context in fast

and slow readers and similarly concluded that a more effective and

efficient use of context tends to enlarge the effective visual field.

This expansion ray witness itself in t.:) ways. First, by "pri-i-:",

or in other words early sampling or pre processing, which reduces the

.

overall load isual recognition processes. (Pre-processing enhances

automaticity). Se7cond, using the reduced load to process more material

faster by redirecti*Kg attention to other procesing.

One fimal point, recently Mickisn (1974) examined first grade

children for word boundary awareness by running words together and,.

having first grade children mark off word boUndaries. The data pro-

vided evidence that first grades "had little idea of what word boun-

daries are". Again, evidence for peripheral dysfunction at this

early age and on the part of the disabled reader Is getting more

difficult to overlook!' In short, as processing load increases per-

ceptual span decreases. If this were the case for the disabled

reader, we would expect increasing stress upon memory load because

all the InformatLon'mUit be taken in throUgh the fovea if the periphery

is dysfunctional. With total fovea! processrng, as was demonstrated

4 ,-

29
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290 (Italics mine). .1. am in basic agr:eement with Kolers except for one

Issue, -That issue is'his lack of attributability to'theperipherat

optical level for he has never tested it.

5taller anct Sekuler (1975) used the Kolers' transformations in a

. letter-naming task and found that both normal and disabled readers

performed at the same level in naming reversed (rN right to left letters,

read left to right) oriented individually spaced letters. However, when
arr.

the-letters were normally arranged, the normal readers did better than

the disabled readers. They account for these data primarily on the

basis that the norrral'readeris gaining access to the letters from

peripheral cues, whereas this is not the case for the disabled reader.
.

With unfamiliar orientation the Periphery provided little assistance.

It willbe noted that-in previously described naming tasks, no differ-

ences appear between simple graphemic identification in normal and

disabled readers.

, In general, Kolers (Kolers S Perkins, 1975) discounts'the necessity

for stimulus generalization, tuned detectors and pre-processing stages.

In fillet, in the case of rM (left to right letters read right to left)

transformations, the reader reading leftwards would come upon a word

such as not or sawdwhich he read, in a familiar rightward direction

(not orsaw) rather than An the prescribed leftwarftd (ton, was). Some-

times phenomena of these general kinds are attributed to attention and

41,
the switching mechanism operating:inattention. Kolers does not reg&rd

them as representing such a slip from thernonstandard orientation to

1

anOther. He concludes, "thpe kinds of phenomena are Seen as cases in

A '
which a familiar and well-inculcated form of the pattern analysis runs

30-
.
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Above in Table 1, the eye movements would be expected,to be close

together, very frequent, and with many regressions. This is exactly

what Zangwell And Blakemore (1973) found.

Pattern Analyzing Functions. A primary aspect of pattern analyzing

occurs at the grapheme to phoneme encoding stage. Baron and McKillop.

(1975) ware-concerned with the breakdown in two processing sf'ategies.

The first-of these is strictly visual and analogous to the periphera

processing stage described above.' The second is the grapheme- oneme

encoding strategy. Reading disability was attributed to a/breakdown

//ineither or both of these sequences.
///

Kblrs (1975) examined performance of good and poor readers while
fpt ,

reading normal and reversed text. He found that both good and poor

readers performed about equally well on'tests involying languAge use

and grammar, but the poor readers were markedly retarded in aspects

of graphemic analysis (pattern analyzing functions). Following CritcSley

(1964), reading disability was eventually attributed to a misalignment

of "symbols with their physical embodiments". In all cases involving .

unfamiliar.rN transformations poor readers did worse. Morever, poor

readers gained iittle_information betv.een.pattern analyzing familiari-

zatIon stages and pattern recognition phases. The memory of poor .

r

readers for-usage of word- semantic component was little impaired,

therefore the ability to analyze words incorporated into unfamiliar .

2

typographic patterns was considered to be the locus of the ;eading

ability. He interpreted these data as indicating "that the poor. reader

is not impaired at the linguistic or semantic level nor"at the peri-

pheral optical level but at4he graphemic pattern-inalyzing p.

31
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off in an almostwkilly automatic way, taking' precedence over the less .

familiar and less practiced skill", p. 264.

Summary. I would like to summarize this large body of data as

indicating that the primary source of disability in dyslexia is at

some neurological input transformation location, probably Bloca's area.

Hire visual graphlmc information* is transformed or encoded into its

phonemic counterpart. The second source for the disability is at the

peripheral retinal processing level. It is at these two primary points

of dysfUncticwhere instructional and'remediational practices shourd

be concentrated. I feel further that dysfunctions at these two loca-

tions' are exemplified by two distinct behavioral characteristics:

dyslexia and hyperlexia. That is, the dyslexic is an example of an

individual who cannot read'but is one who can understand; whereas the

hyperlexic, as dektribed by Mehegan and Driefuss (1972), is ore who

can read very proficiently at a very early age but has lierle or no

comprehensioA 'capabilities. The former probably results from very low-

level peripheral processing and mediocre language a 'rea processing,

while the/latter reflects the intact peripheral processing system and

a dysfunctional semantic extraction system. To describe etiology is'

quite another matter and may include organismic responses to perinatal-

event; (Balow, Rubin S Rosen, 197Z-.'S

Instruction and Remediation

By interpreting a large body of data.as providing evidence for

dual process dysfunon, we have attributed th(ji1uary site for dys-

. functioning, to be at/he graphemt-phomeme transformation point (neuro-4611F

logically at BrocA's.ot Wernicke's area). it will be noted that all
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the evidence seems to indicate the disabled reader has at his disposal

all the immediate perceptual proCessing and memory available to the

normal reader. This is .particularltimpor-tant. .1t indicates that the

functions of this area may be particularly susceptible to compensatory

activity. Stich activity may include practice and over'pr?tice on

grapheme-phoneme corrlogondence activities and other word related

.

skills. This practice is a necessity in order to aporoachautomaticity.

Given the potential of the disabled reader he will then have, at his

2grasp, the opportunity to build a very large rep4toire of words and

grapheme-phoneme recognition skills.. However, because of the second

dysfunction proposed these skills must strictly operate upon foveal

input without the benefit of normal pre = processing.

We have hypothesized that the second site of dysfunction in the

disabled reader is at the peripheral.retinal procesing level. It is

not dysfunctional in the sense of acuity but dysfunctional in the sense

that information in the periphery is not brought into awareness. This

dysfunction, then, focep6 the reader to primarily be dependent on foveal

or central processing.

Many'ha exressed cautions (e.g., Bond & Tinker, 1973) about.

using eyetmovem nt recordings,to diagnose a disabled reader and 1

concur. Such, use of eye movement measures is foolhardy. however,

once the diagnosis has been confirmed on other behavioral inventories,

we might expect' to find patterns similar to those reported by Zangwell

and elakemore (1973). Thatis, saccadic eye movements of disabled
,

readers tend to be very short in angular extent, relatively long in

duration. and show many regressions. These short movements might be

33.
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t.

attributed to the lack of.peripheral guidance to subsequent eye move-
.

ments, the long duration might 'we l,1 be attributed to the inability of

the disalalid rea4er to integrate the graphemic pattern into its pho-

.nemic counterpart, and the many regressions might be attributed to

the overload on memory necessitated by processing many small pieces

of information. The second of these characteristics night be altered

through compensatory,training activity.v. However,'the first is what

will forbid the disabled reader fro ever becoming an accomplished

reader.

The expansion of this nonfunctional visual periphery is highly

-unlikely and therefore the disabled reader must remain a disabled

reader. He will never acquire,ef.fective efficient reading skills

because he will be limited by an elemental type word-by-word reading

behavior caused by acquiring strictly fovea' input. However, by

.increasing his repetoire of words (sight vocabulary) and. efficiency

on word recognitrion skills, he should approach the level of'automated

processing which would at least allow him to move down a line of print

quickly, for example, some disabled readers reportedly "read" up to

ZOO words per minute.

As part of the developmental process, this early graphemic code

learning is critical and I am: in agreement here with LaBerge and

Samuels. This critical phase probably dominates until fOurth or fifth

grade (Singer, 1974)-or even into sixth grade (Spragins, Lefton S Fisher,

1979; whyn.comprehension skills begin to Predominate. With experience,

word recognition processes become more automated to the point where

skill emphasis changes. 1 feel that this framework is consonant even , 4
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with the more traditional theories such as those incorporated in per-
,

Ceptual learning (Gibson, 1969).

One nice feature of the automaticity process is that with experi-

ehce there is still a retention of the original pre-fluency processiog

characteristic (Fisher & Lefton, 1975; LaBerge, 1974; Spragins, Lefton

& Fisher, 1975). This enables the individual to fall back or attend, in

the LaBerge and Samuels.sense, to special of unfamiliar features, e.g.,

italics, in the text when necessary, i.e., when unitizing fails:,

Therefore, once word-by-word or letter-by-letter acquisition bas

occured they are not lost to the normal reader but are supplanted by more

efficient processing. Falling back processes may be witnessed when

the textual material is highly mutilated to eliminve word shape and

spacing cues as was demonstrated by Fisher (1975) and Lefton and

FiOler (1976), and when text becomes more difficult.

Granted, there are Problems with combining Roctiberg's notions

with those of LaBerge and Sa-uels, but 1 think it should become evident

that these problems are workabre. For exa-ple, it nay at times be

more appropriate to get away from a feature list notion into one of

4,*

'equivalence (Smith,ALOtt & Cronnell, 1969). One posisive means of

using such a notion is to describe how extremely poor readers and early

normal readers appear to perform about equally well when dealing with

typewritten and cursive text even though they have had,little.or no

experience with cursive (natei-jals. This phenomena is quite well-known

and a continual problemin explaining normal adult reading performance.

The primary consideration here 'is the equality of Oho performance:

.characieristtcs of disabled and normal readers and the capability of
.

C
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handling typographic variations, hand written and cursive stylei with

little or no experience. Notions of.a feature list have very little

relevance because there (Seems to be very Tittle overlap of features

between and within these lettes.

Let me digress for a moment l. 1 truld like to describe "Bobby's"

. . .

reading disability. BIbby was a reading disabled student at the

. . V . $,,

Kennedy School, Johns Hopkins University. He is bright, alert and'
f

reads 2.5 years below his age level - he was 8 years old. He khows

his ABC's but experiences difficulty putting letters together. He'

also knows rany words. One day in a typical class of "phonics"

Bobby saw and responded to the family of "ale" words shown in Table

Za. His responses, as you can-see are quite consistent - "R" for "L".

INSERT TABLE 2 a + b ABOUT HERE

I

His teacher was patient and reviewed the lesson by going to the

board and writing what you set inTabre 2b. The features of the

cursive "ate %..ords are 4uite distinct from the typewritten "ale".

words, but the phohemric transformatiOns -'although incorrect - were
4

...

1 We are presently in the process of setting up a s;ries of exeeri-
.

scents to examine the eye lhovement records more closely:of early and

older disabled readers. Not for the sake'of diagnosis (we have many
- _

7
performance measures for this), but primarily to bake qualitative

evaluations based on
.

the feeling that the'eye movemets themselves are the
.

.. - . .."'"
result and not the pause *.of the- disability. A

,

furt r and more-in
.,

t- 7
depth analysis of a possbrk short-term memory process breakdown will be

, 41
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made,and some attempts will be made,to examine disabled reader_ler,

formance after intensive word related remediation.

feel that before we can define any procedures for Instructional

remediation a problem must be solved and a shift in emphasis must

be accomplished. The first is the problem of defining and describing

of the specific learning disability. Glenn (1975) recently wrote 6--

light and interestipg article in which he describes "the myth of

the learning_ disabled child". lie claims that one of the grin-

,

in labeling the learning disabled child as a learning

disabled child is the unadareness of mixed symptomology in a,

particular child.' The literature is repleat with' descriptions cf

learning disabilities that gcnerally refer to children who have 'lif-

t

fitulty 4nderstandIng or usklg spoken or written language. Some

samples of the terms used to describe a le4ning disabled child are:

dyslexic

educational handicapped

emotionally disturbed

learning disabled

minimal brain damaged

organic brain:syndrome

perceptelly handicapped

specific learning disabilities,

specific reading. disabilities

or anyone not mentally retarded, trainable mentally retarded, gifted

. or normal. Occasions have arisen when ..any and all of these have been

used synonymously and others when they are discriminatory. The problem

goes on. Of 500 learning disalled,children he found:

37
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67% with visual perceptual difficulties;

65% with anxiety syndrome;

44% with mixed laterality;

39% with poor concentration;

31Z low frustration tollerance;

22% with speech disOrders;

27% hyperactilty;

21% hypoactivity;

21% withdrawal;

12% aggressiveness.

Even with all of these possible sympto7ologies he never even looked

at or l'i'sted cognitive disorders.

Second, I would advocate a 'shift of importance or emphasis from

the perceptual ,-t'o' cccnitive. _Im other words, input processing

to integration. It is felt that the only level of perceptual processing

evidenced-as dysfunctional is that of the peripheral retinal proces-

sing. Expansion of the percept al span or training enhancement of

the right visual field input to the left hemisphere are basically an

impossible and impractical. It is therefore deemed imperative that

concentration be spent on the enhancement of arrest lahguage based Skills.

I would like to summarize what has been described here and pre-
.

4iously (Fisher, 1976) andat the sane time make some projections

about what might be incorporated into instructional procedures while

expressing some related concerns.

A) Disabled readers know their letters and can locate them;
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B) When two graphemes are put together there is difficulty.
14

generating the appropriate phonemic representation, e.g., ba;

C) With appropriate practice disabled readers will learn appro-

priate grapheme - phoneme correspondences and willIbe able to say

appropriate letter names and blends. Additional problems are presented

when the disabled reader encounters new and infrequent words, especially

when.aone to one relationship between grapheme - phonemecorres-

pondence does not exist, for example, in words like "tough". Empha-ses.

on such correspondences and: perhaps- more importantly orthographies (see

Venesky and eas'saro elsewhere in this volume) are deemed critical;

D) .When subsequent stages of "proficiency" are attained - through

phonics reinforcement and repetition - the disabled reader will still

be proce4in text word- by -..ord mimicking an elementary processing

strategy. We may discover that this is due to an inappropriate peri-

pheral visual processing strategy_yilich exhil*its itself iri inappropriate

attack skills, e.g., making many eye movements of-long durat'Ion- (cause

likely to be a dysfunctional visual periphery);

E) The dyslexic or reading disabled, as opposed to a slaw reading

. 11
child, will NEVER. learn to read in the sense of exhibiting the efficient

. left to right information flow evidenced in normal reading adults. Com-

pensatory activities such as decoding and increasing the vocabulary

repetoire are appropriate, especially when such activity will carry the

disabled reader to more "automatic" rapid word recognition which will

allow him to move across a' line of print, word-by-word, but up to 200 wpm.

Glenn 0975) also'puts out a call for relearning of specifics of the

-39
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gisOrder in order to make the. child competent, but maintains that such
. - 4

,a'call is overly ambitious, idealistic and consequently naive:

.-
F) If we expect-the disabled reader to attain even this high

of a degree. of proficiency, we must get rid of diagraM, block and form

training, three dimensional feature discrimination tactile and visual,

-and invoke an intense remediatLon program of phOnics, advanced grapheme-

phoneme correspondence Check lists, letter strings and words, words,

r
\,

words in both auditory and visual modalities. Glenn (1975) is critical

of Frostig'.s Developmental Test of Visual Perception, the Illinois

Test of Psycholingu(stics and similar inventories. It is not only

that these inventories measure gifferent things (low corretation),

but these inventories measure aspects of behavior, probablvrtotalltv

unrelated to the reading behavior or) learning disabilities in the

first place. Reorienting is ir2erative! It must be done at the

classroom level. Teachers rust discard perceptual motor and physjcal

programs and provide children with instruction in language centered

programs such as phonics, decoding graphemes into phonemes, and

other direct measures of language based skill acquisition;

G) If we take anything froM these symiesia it should be more

than a-descriptive gobblygook based analysis of specific dyslexia

and learning disorders. Understand that dyslexia can'tbe cured-
.

the brain will not stand -fof that, but the brain is succeptable to

.compensatory training which will allow the dyslexic to process visual

veAbl information.
- v -

(0., in Speaking with educators of children with special problems

there seems to.lar an Overwhelming cry for corrective-procedures. These,

1 0 .
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teachers and reading specialists seek an appropriate tool for compen-
.

satory reading. The majorl4g.of the tools now available are inappro-

pciate and a waste of time or have not been tested fully and may end up

that way (Hiller, 1976). What is needed is,a tool directed to basic

language acquisition skills. To be optimal the tools should be easily

administered and not time consuming._ lyory tower types take heed!

I) With such great concern for the disabled reader, what about

accompli,shed skilled early reading children? What are they doing

right- even with so much less effort devoted to them? Another point for

reorientation!

J) edUestion the concept of perceptually handicapped.. If the n
children are perceptually handicapped, how is it that they often show

high degrees of ,dr11stic - both graphic and Musical - ability;

K) Beware!., In describing learning.and reading disabilities, it

is often commonto describe the cause of disability by attacking the

symptoms. I feel that 50 years of such misunderstanding has providid

only one good thing and that is that it has brought us all to these

meetings. This is not enough, however, for ocier than 50 years we have

gotten very little understanding of-the reading process, have 40-508

of school -age children reading beloW grade level and 15% of these are

boys who are severly disabled readers.

L) 'Question the two stage peripheral to fovea! notion and its
.

analogous peripheral to cognitiye process stream and automxacity. If

it doesn't work - discard it and move on - if it works, use it!

41
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Footnote

The text that follows has Targely, though not as fully, been

presented at

Disability",

proceedings.

4

620

a recent symposium, "Perceptual Processes in Learning

at Western Washington State and is contained in -those

I

42
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Figure-espeOnS

Figure 1. Eye movement scan path recordings of a subject reading (left)

and searching (right) paragraphs (a) Normal type - Normal space, and

(b).Alternalting type - Absent space.

Figure 2. Same- different reaction tirie of children and adults as a func-

tion of retinal location.

Figure 3. Model of the initial processing stage during reading incor-

porating peripheral retinal involvement and the first stages of auiviaticity.

Figure 4. More complete attentional model of information processing

during reading. Model Incorporates eye movement sequencing and comple-

mentary PSG and_CSG systems into an automatic processing sequence.

,
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OPEN DISCUSSION OF FISHER PRESENTATION

ROSNER: I have an interpretation problem. You are saying that the peripheral

retina. process is a central function that imposes tremendous constraints upon the

degree to which progress occurs in a reading program. Is it fair to speculate

that Witt just the opposite?-

-There is a great deal of empirical evidence around that shows that,

depending upon bow precisely you define dyslexics, many kids can be taught to

read with a fair amount of fluency, and that, as they read, there is no question

that their eye, ovesen'ta improve. I would speculate that you would also see

their peripheral retinal processes improve, just as a function of development.

FINER: I speculated that that wasn't the case, and I don't think it is the

case. I think that Blakemore and Zangwill, for example, who have collected eye

movements data'on a particular dyslexic, found what you say not to be the case.

As an adult, the dyslexic
\

does not sake the larger eye movement.; hiSi-eye

movements do not change.

ROSNER: No, he does not become a better reader, either.

FISHER: So, he does not become a better "reader." Some disabled readers hive

We 'mown to "read" 200 wpm, bathey remain word readers or recognizant.

1061112: Precisely. What Ii as saying is that as you Improve his reading ability,

you vill get.as improvement in eye movements.

!ISMER: NO, I don't think so. I think they are process delimited. I think you

51
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will find' that as rapid word readers,,their eye movements remain qualitatively'

and quantitatively different from normal readers.

ROSNER: I don't.

FISBER I think the data are contrary to your thinking, if, in fact; you are

defining them as specific, hard core dyslexics.

""

ROSIER: That's a vague definition.

;FISHER: It's a vague definition.

RESNICK: I think we have a definitional problem. Who are yo talking about? -Well

apitg.tbe label learning disabled to as such as 25% of the-popula on these days.

You are surely not talking about 25% Cf.the population. Who you talking

about, ihd bow do you know who they are?

MBES: I as talking aboutArobably 5 to 7% of the population, all of Whom would

fail under the general rubric of learning disabled, but who show deficits in

visual verbal processing; 2.5 to 3 years below grade level.

1
AMICK: And bMwwould you recognize them?

713MM These are individuals who have no neurologically anomalous signs. They

harp adeqUate, or above adequate intellectual levels with IQ'S that range free

4 _ 100 to -iik and without severe emotional instability.
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RESNICK: No, that is the normal disparity definition; about 25% of the

population will fit into that.

FISHER: I don't think that will to. As a realistic approximation it may serve

us well as an estivate of poor- readers who for a variety of intellectual,

motivational and emotional reasons are not reading at grade level but surely will

not do as an estimate for the reading disabled.

RESNICK: You are not even talking about 20 or 15%, are you?

1\10SNER: It will certainly go to about 15 &.20, without any trouble.

RESNICK: You can't be talking about the same population that the rest of this

group is talking about when they talk about learning disabled children. The

problem.is how dO you know who they are before yo0 attempt to teach thea

is the question Jerry is raising. What diagnostic possibilities are there, not

proofs, but at least possibilities, 5 your mind?

-

FISHER: I was using kids who mere undergoing :remedial work at the KennedyA
Institute at Hopkins. Kids who weraprovewto, or at least shown to, have no

visual anomalies. They had none of the arbitrary.idnds of things we want to.b

describe them as having. They perform adequately in satheettical and music

skills. I think we are almost limited to that,'and we can be sore precise the

r
higher, we boost our criteria of capabilities; With the tremendous'number of

inogusistenoies found in the literature regardig diagnostics and diagnostic

tools, I feel we would be equally suspect if we did not rely on operations and

perfonmicte.

*a.
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SAMUELS: What about oral language skills?

4L 7
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FISHER: Oral language skills were claimed tp.----T-oarsal. Actually, comprehension

was normal but speech, as it turns out in some children, evidenced what I would

call deliberate speech. It was characterized by pauses between statements.
4

BATMAN: Would you agree that until you can predict ahead of efforts to

instruct, the question remains unanswerable? And that both hypotheial are at

least plausible?

FISHER: One thing that may be able to settle this is sore appropriate diagnoses;

in conjunction with observance of all of the idiosyncratic aspects their

behavior. It we can find a way to quantify or qualify these,
.

before we get toll

the eye movement monitoring system, I think that has to be a step closer to the

answer.

If we can just take someone who is two and a half to three years .behind in

reading level and call his i-disabled reader, that is not enough, I want to know

a lot of things about aim. I want to know whether or not he is suffering *from

,sloW learning prOcesaes and just can't pick up the cues. I want to know if he

has sole neurological disabilities we' .don't know about maybe even cerebral

palsy. I want to know that ail the neurological processes are.intact. Once I

knew that, and I have an individual who can't rest; I cai-Itirt asking why. f

want to be able to find out where these processes are breaking down. Such

scrutiny may, in,fact, work as a diagnostic tool. It would be nice to show that

the individual bad some kind of dysfunctional periphery. I think adult dyslexics

mould show that also', and be Baited to their immediate foveal processing

strategy. Maybe it will prove to'be the best diagnostic tool torus sole day. I
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40
.don't know, but eye movements do reflect proceSsing rather than dictate it so I

feel we have a good shot.

4

, STICHT: One of my questions has to do with the whole concept of automaticity. A,

recent paper by riul Colliers addresses the question of what happens to all theRir;

components of the s processng when automaicity develops. 10 they remain,

but become performed in a pre-attentive, or unconscious, processing system, or

are previous kinds of Capabilities- dropped out and new techniques developed?

For ex 'your case, one could siy that peripheral processing was

there all the time,,
IP

but gets to be done automatically, or you oould say,

gVelopmentilly, the child doesn!t Zan that capability; he develops it. Would

you commente the difference between the. dropping out of parts of processing as

a way of improving efficiency and the processing tecOming automillc?
111!

-
.

---

.
,

-' FISHER: Aell, Tom, I didn't say they dropped it. I said they were still

ailab;e. My thesis is that the processing develops to enhance fluency, but as

we develop "old" processing strategies are still available if we nmd they 4pto

fall back On.:

;f we- have to drop back to some less fluent., stage (that's what the top of

that figure illustrates) to focus attention, we still have that ability in our

0

'-repertoire to allow us to utilize early stages, sort of anintentional back-drop.

The more autolitic the processing becomes, the more dramatic the falling back is

e I
exhibitid: -

8

r
fk ,

I

STICH?: I guess the distin4ion ahpuld way,iben: Whenever we process,

4

'as adult .skilled rea0ers, do we, in fact, unconsciously do all of the previous
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'FISHER: No, I think we use the post flupnt and efficient -means that we have

acquired up to that time.

STICHTa That means dropping out a previously used process. .

1

FISHER: No, it may be there, and we can callit up if we have to.

STICHT: Oh, yes. But I.know it isn't being used.
I

FISHER: You're right if you want to call not being used "dropping out," but I

still thihk it is there but not utilized.

STICH?: In contrast to going through alI of the stages of some process you drop

out some little?

FISHER: No, I don't think so.

STICH7 You Mid there-seemed to be no semantic something in the periphery. 151e

talking about something like a semantic searcblight,wite a number around it

in the bead, or are you saying that-words in the periphery have semantic aspects?

71SHER: It JO not-a fUlltion of the periphery to pick 'up maanip information.

.

MOT: r11, it is..nat a functibi ofIthe firfteleithnilt.
R.

46,
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-FISHER: Yea, I think it is.- It we are attending -to and fixating on a particular

word in a line of text, it is a fovea' process that picks up that information.

STICHT! I thought that came from the head. If we are talking about the.

top-down, I thought the meaning was in the head, not on the page.

FISHER: tarrwas talking about tOpArown. The meaning may be in the head, but we

are getting the information off the printed text. There is cryptography that the

reader has to interpret.

STICHT: But how about the periphery; isn't the information there made

meaningful? I

FISHER: No, I think an acuity function of the grais cues we can pick up in the

periphery is not relevant to meaning extraction situations.

STICHT: Those cues are not used for semantic purposes?

FISHER. . Maybe out to six, eight, ten letters, but that's not many.

Bradshaw claims it is probably more. Although I agree I am choosing to be very

conservative about the function of the periphery, concerning semantics and

meaning extraction until there are more data. Bradshaw is willing to say, hey,

look, some other kind of meaning processing is going, on, out there that can reduce

- attention at the fovea and allows us to proceed much more rapidly along a line of

tat.

STICHT: If you put it in small lrint''and put Win little columns, put it in the

, 57
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foveal, would the reading disabled be ableto read it?

4
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FISHER: Well, I at not going to make any prediction on that. Some possibilities

are open for speculation.

'I think the disabled reader is capable of very, rapid word recognition,

exactly, as I proposed, once he goes through these word related and repetitive:

skill acquisitions--and that'a what he would have to do. But he wouldn't be

reading, and that's where I balk. He care acquire rapid word-recognition, but

that's not reading!

GOODMAN:. I think that researchers have to exercise 41 kind. of responsibility

toward the misuses, as well as the uses,'.of things they may see in print. We

have already established that as soon as you make the dismal prediction that some

people are incapable, of learning/to.ead, teachert(and others, who are looking

1

for copouts, will find it easy to say, "I shouldn't Neve to try to teach these

people. After all, here is an authoritative source that says they can't learn.

The group you are talking about may be ponfused in 'dads of teachers.. 1 don't

ag)eri with your criteria for learning disability, but you do have evidence for a

group that could easily be confused with other groups, so that up to 35% .of the

children in our 'schools could be described as Yearning, disabled. I think you

bate to be careful when you talk about peoplowho as unable.to learn. Maybe you

4houldn't say it even if you believe it, it could lead to dangerous results. ,

Now the question I want to ask has to Oo with a phenomenon that* find in

_looking at kids' natural reading of texts that they haven't seen before, real

story material, natura1Aiguage. t'd liksIto know how it would fit into the

composite model that you have developed. We note very early and very
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consistently that you can tell what syntaCtic structure a child has in .mind at

the beginning of the .sentence by the intonation pattern the child finds long

before he can possibly process all of the information. For example, kids start
r

to read questions with question intonation and that covers the whole pattern.

Dependent clauses are treated as dependent in their intonation. In fact, 'it is

not difficult to predicC.Where a child thought he was going by the intonation he

used. Can you explain that phenometon within the model that you are using?

FISHER:- Probably not, but I don't know how old the kids are you 'are talking

about.

a

GOODMAN: I amtalking about kids near beginning.

FISHER: First an second graders can do this? They can recognize embedded

clauses, for instance,, and realize that there is a question coming?

GOODMAN: Tea, sir.

FISHER: Well, try X.hat with a sentence without "Why' or "How."

. GOODMAN: Well, of course. Bet then you are saying that the kid is using some .

kind of information.

FISHER: That's particularly obvious; the fact that it is the first word in the

lantana. is goio4 to tell his a question is coming..

lk,

GOODMAN: But you have to know that, in order to use it.
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FISHIR: 'You have to know it is a question?

GOODMAN: You have to be using "a predictive striategy in order to sake use.of that

information. And the proce;r117no different in beginners than it 1, in sore

advanced readers; it is just sore complex with more advanced readers.

FISHER: How does that affect bow efficiefitly he goes across a line of that text?

. GOODMAN: Scmething is happening to cause expectations to take place.

FISHEfif He-is expecting a question mark, bUt bow do you know hoW well h

predicting that significant words, meaningful words will occur in that 1 ne?

think we are talking about two different things. I am talking about bow he is

picking up this visual-verbal .inkormatfon, not bow he is picking up semantic

cues.

GOODMAN: How'sbout how he is selecting?

7/

FISHER ._,I would ask-whether the occUrrence of mu sieve down or restricts his

processing strategy. And I don't think it does. But I &let &now what that has

to do with intonation or the perceptual processing of the text.

GOODMAN: If ibe child is able, to decide that be is reading a question and if
. . 3

41,

i that affects bow he deals with the subiequent information; that's a.decision. If

you have words like r-e-i-d, where you have to make decisions in adtance about

whether they are present tense or past temse,'hamophones, and soforth, the

diciiiice has to be made. Some sort of prediction has to be made that isn't based'

es! 60
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simply on the use of graphic information. I would ee With you that peripheral

vision is certainly involved, but I can't see hgv t could not be related to

prediction kind of phenomenon.

FISHER: .1 think what 'Peu are asking is an empiri4a1 question. You are

contriving sentences 'that start with 'why" and don't even end up with a question

mark.

4

GOODMAN: I as asking you to explain what happens when kids deal with natural

language. I don', have to contrive it; it is there. I want you to.explain it.

t"...C.

FISHER: I as not faailiar with that, I really as not.- I don't4100bw how to4h

explain intonation.

LESGOLD: There is some suggestion, in the literature on attention and human

performance, that when people are highly aroused (because they are working hard

at an information-processing task or perhaps for some other 'reason) they tend to

be sore focused and to ignore peripheral information. That, rather than some

dyafunction in your perceptual ability, sight explain,why you just didn't see

some of the times that Lauren was holding up before.

FISHER: I saw them, but didn't attend to them.

LISGOLD: ,7bia suggests that it is ittr-IiiSt possible that some of the lack of

peripheral information ueage that you are seeing is simply due to the fact that

the kid is working very hard at seeing even one word and that once he gets better

at that, he will, relatively automatically, be able to pay sore attention to the
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periphery) Obviously the way to test such a hypothesis is to keep track of some

measure of level of arousal, in dyslexics and other kids, and see whether the,two

are-different at all.

FISHER: Alan, I think we have a Slightly different situation. We saw the

developmental prog7ession, with normal- text. A situation similar to what you

described may be happening to the early readers, who; because their attention has

to be ioeu.sed, can't go fluently along the line of text. As soon as they are

able to do that, as soon as they acquire word recognition skills, they become

sore fluent and utilize the periphei.y. Dyslexics don't. Possibly by expanding

their use of the periphery, or possibly by increasing their recognitions -span even

though till now such ffor have proven futile, changes might occur. However, I

feel sore comfortable describing these qualitative differences in terms of

dysfunction because development doesn't free them Irmo functional tunnel

vision.'

P y question is why, even with ramediation to SOW readers never progress

past that stage?. Ii it always the attentional restraining, always some lateral

inhibiting effect, or something else, that may be going on here? I as trying to

at least get one, way of looking at it.

It's a shot.

(
1

.

.
.

ERISSEN: Are you saying that there is a lack - of peripheral processing in

J
/diaabled readers anfl that it a not a perceptual thing, but some sort of central

processing/ ill
1 ,

i

My way say be speculative hut I think

41

FISHER: Tes, it, in fadt, we e describing visual acuity functions, the kids

can 'understand; they can tifyights out in periphery, so it seam% to be

62
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FREDERIESEN: Then I think that if I were going.to try 'to make recommendations
its

about -whai to do.With these kids, I would want to know just what those centre)

processng functions are. I would also want to look very cloaelrat the way that

those kids process oral language.

Now, if in fact the kids are able to process oral langume in an efficient

mummer, then knowing -ghat is specific to reading and light of what I this

saying about wham happens to the whole system when difficulty is encountered at

one level, I would want to suggest that maybe there are, other mays of.teaching a

child to read that will make up for this difficialty.

3
For example you could heft him develop a conscious strategy that 'includes

looking fog the verb, let's say, and then guessing, hypothesis. testing. I don't

propose that as a serious method, but there ought, to be ways that you ocould

capitalize on the processing abilities the chi d already,has.

FISHER: That's what I attempted to do..

FREDERTASEN: Would you make this reqommendation to the National Institute of

Education: that they, write off dyslexics?

FISHER: No, ne,.I don't think 'said that. I said that there is an appropriate

way to defl with 'compensatory activity that would allowdyslexica too handle

viaualverbai information quite fluently. The method is related to rapid word

magnition process, and it will work.
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RESNICK: But you also said, "Give up on any real 'efforts."

'FISHER: No, I didn't. I said if se are looking for a cure, it is not going to

X--
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r

be tire. But I an saying compensatory activities are appropriate.
o

RESNICK: LBut did you not say that there should 5$e no expectation that these
5

children Vr people will ever read?

RISHER: I Said we shouldn't expect that they will ever be fluent readers, and

that's different. I as talking about predictability, moving fluently across a

lne of print, rather than talking and splitting up the words'with a very short

eye immement. If in effect, high speed word recognition would allow for some
p

mdejree of predictability because of a-reduced short-term memory load, but the

strategy would still be word -by -word --only faster than before. I think that is a

qualitatively and quantitatively different- type of reading than Carl is

describing.

FREDERIKSEN: Maybe there was a aisunderatandin; about it.

CHILL: The point was *ado that they had remediation, but nobody asked what. kind,

for bow long, when. And it seems to me that'that's the vers thing we are here

for, foi the sore or leas norma17-reader or the one who starts slower. But

eventually this has to be explained, because the children who have severe

cislexia, those who do 1114isatelf become fluent enough to 'go to tollege, and

ultimately to medical school, may not be at the highest level of rate of readipg,

but 4hey do reach a fluent point, and unpally after many, many yearn of help. So4

that in a sense one could agree with you: There is no cure, but tiler'. certainly
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is treatment that helps those with,reading problems function at almost normaliand

even better than normal levels.

I 1

FISHER: Exactly! That's the point I was trying to make, when I suggested going

toward these very rapid word recognition processing skills.

CHAU: But that's only one way. I'd say there are many.

FISHER: Sure, only one way, but whichever way is used I think that measuring the

developmental progression of eye movements will enable us to assess strategy

changes that might occur between early and later stages. 'Unfortunately, I have a'

feeling it is still going to reflect this word-by7'word processing stage, but they

are going to have to.do it much faster than the "normal" children must do. So

they can handle text, you are Mght,they go to med school, they read 200 words a

minute, that's fine, that's our goal. Finally, maybe I am getting through! I am

not sayidg, "Give up on these kids," for be,en's sale 'quite the contrary.

\ END SESSION
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